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SUMMARY 

The Meeting of Technical Experts on Measles was attended by 26 participants: the 
Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the Technical Advisory Group (TAG) on the Expanded 
Programme on Immunization and Poliomyelitis Eradication, 12 technical measles experts from 
six countries (Australia, Denmark, Japan, Republic of Korea, Switzerland, United Kingdom, and 
United States of America), representatives of United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF) and 
International Vaccine Institute (lVI), and a secretariat composed of WHO Regional Office for the 
Western Pacific staff. 

Measles is an important public health problem. Measles vaccine, delivered as part of the 
Expanded Programme on Immunization (EPI) in the Western Pacific Region has already reduced 
measles incidence by over 95%. Nevertheless, measles still causes at least 177 000 cases and 
17 000 deaths per year in the Western Pacific Region (year 2000 estimate), causing substantial 
economic loss for national economies. The optimal use of measles vaccine can prevent all of this 
illness, suffering and death, and is not only cost-effective but actually cost-saving. Experience 
from countries both in the Western Pacific Region and in other regions demonstrates that 
national elimination of measles is possible. The experience in the Americas and the seven 
southern African states supports the contention that sub-regional and even regional interruption 
of measles transmission is achievable. The models of measles epidemiology further support 
these empirical findings, and help to refine the development of strategies and options for measles 
control. 

The Western Pacific Region will aim to eliminate measles, defined as the sustained 
interruption of measles transmission, as the only rational goal for measles control. The extreme 
infectiousness of measles (with each case causing an average of 11-18 other cases in the pre
vaccine era) means that elimination cannot be defined as zero cases, because importations and 
limited secondary transmission may occur. In fact, the extent of spread is a useful indicator of 
population immunity. The key is achieving and maintaining sufficient population immunity to 
interrupt transmission and prevent re-establishment after importation of measles virus. 

Achieving consistently high immunization coverage needed for the task will be a 
challenge, even though every country/area in the Region managed to do this with poliomyelitis. 
Therefore, much preparation is required before a target date can be set for regional measles 
elimination. This includes resolving technical issues such as the best immunization strategy for 
each country, establishing optimal surveillance systems, and developing further the laboratory 
capacity in the Region. In addition, much work remains in the realm of political advocacy, 
organizational management, logistics and ensuring sustainable levels of funding, vaccine 
production and all supplies and support needed to deliver and dispose of measles vaccine safely. 

Revising the Regional Plan of Action for Measles is a first step, based on the 
recommendations of the expert meeting. The plan should serve both as an advocacy document 
and an introduction to the technical issues. The final document should be presented at the 
13th Meeting of the TAG on the Expanded Programme on Immunization and Poliomyelitis 
Eradication, scheduled from 4 to 7 November 2002 in Manila. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Measles is the leading cause of vaccine-preventable death in children. Approximately 
875 000 children died last year as a result of measles infection, including about 17 000 in the 
Western Pacific Region. In addition, measles causes much illness and suffering. There is 
consensus that measles vaccine can prevent all of this illness, suffering and death. There is, 
however, profound disagreement over the important details of how to effectively use measles 
vaccine, including the use of a one-dose or two-dose schedule, routine vaccine delivery only 
versus a combination of routine and supplementary immunization activities and the costs and 
benefits of different strategies. 

The Draft Western Pacific Regional Plan of Action for Accelerated Measles Control, 
2001-2005 was presented for discussion at the lth Meeting of the Technical Advisory Group 
(TAG) on the Expanded Programme on Immunization (EPI) and Poliomyelitis Eradication in the 
Western Pacific Region held in Manila, Philippines, from 13 to 15 August 2001. In its 
recommendations, the TAG states that "Countries should use the Regional Plan of Action for 
Accelerated Measles Control, 2001-2005. The plan will need to be developed further by clarifying 
technical issues and budgetary requirements." The TAG's final recommendation on measles states 
how the TAG wants to further clarify technical issues and budgetary requirements: "A Regional 
meeting of technical experts should be convened in 2002 to discuss the technical aspects of 
Regional measles elimination, including research needs." 

Revising the Regional Plan of Action for Measles is a first step, based on the 
recommendations of the expert meeting. The plan should serve both as an advocacy document and 
an introduction to the technical issues. The final document should be presented at the 131

h Meeting 
of the TAG on the Expanded Programme on Immunization and Poliomyelitis Eradication, scheduled 
for 4 to 7 November 2002 in Manila. 

1.1 Objectives 

The meeting was conducted in Seoul, Republic of Korea, from 30 April to 02 May 2002, with 
the following objectives: 

(1) to present the latest knowledge on various topics affecting measles control 
activities, including but not limited to: 

(a) epidemiology of measles, including the burden of disease, 
number of deaths, transmissibility and differences between countries; 

(b) efficacy and effectiveness of currently available measles 
vaccines in various one, two and multiple dose schedules of measles 
vaccination; 
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(c) effectiveness of routine two-dose schedules and mass measles 

immunization campaigns; 

(d) logistics of operating a national measles control programme; 

(e) safety of currently available measles vaccines; 

(f) adverse events following immunization; 

(g) likely success of a global versus Regional measles control approach, including 

examining the experience from the Region of the Americas and other regions; 

(h) the cost for eliminating measles from the Region; 

(i) sustaining measles elimination in the Western Pacific Region once achieved, 

and the costs associated with sustaining this elimination; 

(j) cost-effectiveness of various measles control strategies. 

(2) to assess the cost-benefit of different strategies of measles control in the Region, 

including Regional elimination in the absence of a global initiative; 

(3) to provide evidence for assessment of the overall policy of measles control in the 

Western Pacific Region, including the question of whether measles elimination can be done in 

this Region in the absence of a global initiative and if so, when and how it should be done; and 

(4) to review the latest version of the Western Pacific Regional Plan of Action for 

Accelerated Measles Control in light of all the information presented and other pertinent data, 

and recommend improvements in the plan. 

1.2 Organization 

The meeting was attended by 26 participants: the Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the TAG on 

the Expanded Programme on Immunization and Poliomyelitis Eradication, 12 technical measles 

experts from six countries (Australia, Denmark, Japan, Republic of Korea, Switzerland, United 

Kingdom, and United States of America), representatives of United Nations Children's Fund 

(UNICEF) and International Vaccine Institute (lVI), and a secretariat composed of WHO Regional 

Office for the Western Pacific staff. 

Annex 1 shows the timetable of the meeting and Annex 2 contains the list of participants. 

Presentations made are available on a CD-ROM from the EPIIWHO Regional Office for the Western 

Pacific. 

1.3 Opening ceremony 

Dr Shigeru Omi, Regional Director of the Western Pacific Region, opened the meeting by 

welcoming all the participants and providing the context for the meeting. He stated that globally, 

875 000 children died from measles in 1999; about 17 000 of them from the Western Pacific Region. 

Measles is entirely preventable, and globally if all the cases were prevented child mortality under 

5 years would be reduced by about 10%. 

Now that poliomyelitis has been eliminated from the region, measles appears to be appropriate 

for the next target. For measles control there is a very good weapon and a strategy that has been shown 

to work. Some countries in the Region have already set elimination goals and/or interrupted measles 

transmission, notably the host country for the meeting, the Republic of Korea whose response to the 

measles epidemic has been a model of careful planning and superb implementation that has set the 

country firmly in sight of its elimination goal. Dr Omi thanked the Vice-Minister, Dr Lee Kyeong Ho, 
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and the head of the National Institute of Health, Dr Kim Moon Shik, for hosting the meeting and 
congratulated all those involved in Korea's remarkably effective response, immunizing over five 
million children and stopping the outbreak dead in its tracks. 

However, caution is needed in pursuing measles elimination because its transmissibility is so 
much higher than poliomyelitis, and therefore it can more easily re-establish itself following an 
importation. In addition, other regions are still tackling polio and there is the danger of measles 
interfering with global polio eradication. Unlike polio vaccine that is given orally, measles must be 
given by injection making delivery harder as well as raising: injection safety issues (including the safe 
disposal of used injection materials). Finally, the issue of suscep~ibility is partkularly important, as 
the countries of the Region will need to maintain measles control activities while waiting for other 
regions to catch up. On the other hand, unlike poliomyelitis, campaigns will not be needed annually 
and there is the potential to control the disease much faster- if high coverage is achieved. 

In this way, Dr Omi raised some of the pros and cons concerning measles elimination and 
asked the experts to vigorously debate the issues and come to a consensus on a technically sound, 
economically feasible, and politically viable solution. 

Dr Lee Kyeong Ho, Vice-Minister ofHealth, responded to Dr Omi ' s opening remarks by 
expressing his pleasure in welcoming the experts to this meeting in Korea. Communicable disease 
continues to be a threat, with the emergence and re-emergence of diseases. Protecting children 
against communicable diseases is a particular priority for Korea. The Korean Government 
demonstrated its commitment to child health by its response to the measles outbreak (see below), and with a five-year plan to eliminate measles by 2005. Dr Lee advised that Korea was able to de velop 
and implement its plan because of the support of Korean health professionals, as well as the support 
of Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), Atlanta; WHO and UNICEF. In this comtext, 
he felt that this meeting could help lay the foundation for protecting the children of the Region from a 
preventable disease disability and death. 

The following participants were appointed to serve as officers for the meeting: 

Chairperson 
Rapporteur 

Dr Mahomed Patel 
Dr Peter Strebel 

2. PROCEEDINGS 

2.1 Overview of accelerated measles control 

Dr Jeffrey McFarland, Medical Officer, Expanded Programme on Immunization, WHO 
Regional Office for the Western Pacific, provided an overview of issues for measles control in the 
Region. The Western Pacific Region is made up of 37 countries and areas that have a wide range of 
socio-economic, geopolitical, and demographic conditions. These varying conditions mean that what 
is appropriate in one country may not work in another. Therefore, there is a need for local flexibility, 
innovation, and initiative. However, a Regional plan with objectives and strategies can provide a 
basic framework for all countries. 

Measles vaccine became available in the 1960s and its use led to rapid declines in disease. By 
1990, it became clear that a single dose could not eliminate measles. Experience has shown that 
measles incidence is roughly proportional to coverage until some threshold is achieved, at which point 
measles epidemics become less frequent and smaller. 

The Pan American Health Organization (PAHO) strategy of catch-up, keep-up and follow-up 
has provided a model for elimination. Case-based surveillance with laboratory confirmation is an 
essential part of the PAHO strategy. Based on the successes of their strategy, PAHO adopted an 
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elimination goal in 1994 (to eliminate measles by 2000). Two other regions have set elimination 

goals (European Region by 2007; Eastern Mediterranean 2010). In the Western Pacific Region, 

several countries (Australia, New Zealand, Pacific Island countries and areas, Philippines, Republic of 

Korea) have set elimination goals. 
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Figure 1. Reported Measles and Vaccine Coverage 

Western Pacific Region, 1974-2000 
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Measles disease burden is not precisely known, as surveillance in many areas is poor, and in all 

systems only a proportion of all cases are reported. In 2000 176 692 ca es were reported in the 

Western Pacific Region on the WHO/UNICEF Joint Reporting forms to the WHO Regional Office for 

the Western Pacific (see Figure 1). The number of measles deaths in the Region ba been estimated at 

17 000 in 1999 and is similar in 2000. In addition, there is permanent disability, including blindness 

from corneal scarring and brain damage from encephalitis for which no data are available. The 

current level of disease burden represents a reduction of over 95% reduction from the pre-vaccine era, 

when nearly every child would get measles. However, the potential exists to have practically no 

measles cases by using measles vaccines optimally. 

The first Regional Plan of Action for measles was developed in 1996 and revised in 1998. A 

new plan was developed in 2001 and discussed at the 12'h TAGIEPl meeting where it was 

recommended that countries achieve high population immunity with measles vaccine and implement 

surveillance with laboratory confirmation of cases, and that WHO convene this meeting of measles 

experts to examine and discuss unresolved issues. These issues include vaccine safety, optimal 

immunization strategies, cost and benefits of various strategies and sustainability of measles control in 

the face of importations. 

In considering regional objectives and strategies, it is useful to review the global ones. 

Global objectives 

• To halve the annual number of measles deaths by 2005 relative to 1999 estimates (from 

875 000 to less than 437 000) 

• To achieve and maintain interruption of indigenous measles transmission in large 

geographical areas with established elimination goals (i.e. the Region of the Americas, 

the European Region and the Eastern Mediterranean Region) 

• To convene a global consultation in 2005, in collaboration with other major partners, to 

review the progress and assess the feasibility of global measles eradication 
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Global strategies 

• Excellent one dose coverage through routine immunization services 
• Provision of a second opportunity for measles vaccination 
• Excellent measles surveillance 
• Improved management of all measles cases 

In conclusion, measles remains an important public health problem that can be prevented with a 
cheap vaccine using well-established strategies and experience gained from polio eradication and 
measles elimination. 

2.2 Modelling immunization strategies 

Dr Nigel Gay provided an overview of modelling; how it can and has been used for measles 
control. 

Models are useful to help understand epidemiology and for control strategies, and to compare 
control options. The crucial factor in determining the spread of infection is the number of secondary 
cases from an average infection - this is called R0. The R0 depends on characteristics of the agent 
(infectivity, duration of infectiousness) and on the population characteristics (population structure, 
mixing characteristics, density). Therefore, different countries in the Western Pacific Region, with 
their different demographics, are likely to have different values of Ro. The effective reproduction 
number, R, is the number produced in an actual population and this changes according to the 
proportion susceptible. If R is greater than 1, the number of cases increases (an epidemic) but if it is 
less than 1 the number of cases decrease. If R can be consistently kept below 1, then disease 
transmission will be interrupted. 

Using a very simple model (developed in 1960) it is possible to model the impact of 
immunization (in line with the country experience described above) in decreasing the number of cases 
and lengthening the inter-epidemic period. In addition the more immediate effect of campaigns in 
reducing cases (as compared to routine immunization) can be shown. The key factor for the impact of 
campaigns is the more immediate reduction in the number of susceptibles, leading potentially to a 
period without disease transmission. 

The duration of the impact from a campaign is equal to the time to replace the susceptibles 
removed by the campaign. Thus, the impact of the campaign can be determined from these factors: 
proportion of susceptibles in campaign's target age range, proportion of susceptibles reached by the 
campaign, and the routine coverage following the campaign. 
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Figure 2. Percent Unprotected Before and After Campaign 
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The example illustrated in Figure 2 assumes that all previously vaccinated children are 
immunized first during a campaign and shows that a campaign that achieves 80% coverage, decreases 
the percentage susceptible from 40% to 21%, whereas 95% coverage leads to only 8% susceptibility. 
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It highlights the need to think about measles control in terms of susceptibility profile (or its inverse, 
immunity) of the population. 

The key outcome of a campaign is the reduction in the number of susceptibles and not just 
overall coverage. Coverage is usually used for estimating the level of susceptibles, because coverage 
numbers are more easily obtained. A measles epidemic occurs when population susceptibility is 
above a threshold (depends on the value of R in that setting). 

In the European Region, the following targets have been set for population susceptibility: 15% 
for 1-4 year-olds; 10% for 5-9 year-olds; and 5% for 10-14 year-olds. 

2.3 Modelling the impact of different control strategies 

Dr Niels Becker described a model that has been used to look at various options for measles 
control. With complete knowledge a model can show the outcome perfectly, but as information is 
limited, a model can only provide a guide to help decisions. Dr Becker described the results of the 
modelling exercise undertaken for the WHO Regional Office for the Western Pacific. (The methods 
and full report are available on request from the WHO Regional Office for the Western Pacific/BPI). 

A deterministic compartment model was used that assumes a large community broken down by 
age groups, but without community structure, households, or seasonality. The model assumes a 
person is in one of several potential states (susceptible, infectious, or recovered, and also immune 
from maternal antibody, natural infection or vaccination). The model requires extensive data for 
initial values; short-term responses are sensitive to initial values but long-term responses are not. 
Outputs from the model include the eventual annual incidence (EAI) arising from a specific 
immunization strategy. 

Some of the key results of the model were: 

• A single dose schedule is unlikely to interrupt transmission. 

• The optimal age for minimising EAI is dependent on coverage and Ro. 

• Uniform high coverage of 90% to 95% for the dose given at the second opportunity is 
likely to interrupt transmission (even with relatively low [80%] first dose coverage). 

• When the coverage for the first dose is high (90% ), age of second opportunity is not so 
critical as for the first dose- as long as it is before school entry, but the earlier the more 
effective. 

• An initial campaign targeting a wide age range provides the best way to reduce susceptibles 
quickly, and therefore to control measles quickly. A high coverage in the campaign and 
addition of a second opportunity with high coverage leads to a long period of minimal 
incidence. 

• A periodic campaign can achieve minimal incidence fast, and delivers the second 
opportunity earlier than a routine second dose to half of the children. A periodic campaign 
leads to better control than the same coverage level by a routine second opportunity. 

• As the proportion of susceptibles who are over 15 years old increases, the number of adult 
susceptibles will increase and could make eventual elimination harder; this build-up of 
adult susceptibles is a process that has already started (the clock is ticking!). 

It was noted that one of the outcomes of good control is the potential of a large outbreak of 
measles after many years. This outbreak will have a disproportionate impact because of the older age 
groups of the affected cases as well as the health service which is no longer familiar with dealing with 
measles. However, if sufficient levels of population immunity are maintained, that outbreak will not 
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happen. The precise level of coverage needed for this level of population immunity requires country 
level data. 

2.4 Economic evaluation of different control strategies 

Dr Jim Butler provided an economic evaluation of the options as prepared by the model outputs 
from Dr Becker. The aim is to measure cost per health outcome- calculated from the cost of the 
immunization programme minus the treatment costs averted divided by a measure of effectiveness. In 
this case, the measure used was deaths, but a variety of other outcomes (e.g., disability adjusted life 
year (DALY)) could be used. The analysis was undertaken from the perspective of the payer 
(Ministry of Health), with no discounting. (The methods and full report are available on request from 
WHO Regional Office for the Western Pacific/EPI). 

With the assumptions used, the key results were: 

• Measles immunization is not only cost-effective, it is actually cost saving. 

• As coverage increases, the costs increase but so do the benefits, so that increasing coverage 
results in a more cost-effective program compared to lower coverage rates. 

• Adding a second opportunity continues to increase the costs and the benefits. 

• Measles control remains cost effective, at all levels up to and including elimination. 

• Delayed vaccination (i.e., given after the scheduled time) with a single dose reduces the 
cost-effectiveness considerably. 

It is important to note that these results are based on generic assumed costs. Actual country 
data would be needed for each country or grouping of countries for more accurate and specific 
evaluation of cost-effectiveness. 

2.5 Measles vaccine safety and efficacy: manufacturer's perspective 

Dr Masafumi Nakao explained the rigorous controls in every step of the measles vaccine 
production to ensure its safety and efficacy. This includes testing at different stages of production. 
Even a slight error can lead to major problems, which is why these controls and testing are needed. 
Part of the batch must be kept to be available for testing for one year after the expiry of the batch. 

As part of the process of improving the safety, gelatin (because of allergic reactions) and 
albumin (perceived potential risk of Cruetzfeld-Jacob Disease) have been removed from the vaccine. 
In Japan, allergic reactions to vaccine decreased from about 73 per million to about 2 per million by 
removing gelatin from measles vaccine. 

Ongoing monitoring of adverse events following immunization (AEFI), as well as the 
manufacturing controls, ensures the safety of the vaccine. Currently available measles vaccines are 
extremely safe as a result of extensive improvements and strict quality control. 

2.6 How effective is measles vaccine? 

Dr Peter Strebel described the current knowledge of the effectiveness of measles vaccination 
and presented some illustrative examples. A key concept is herd immunity, whereby susceptible 
people are protected if there are enough immune people (91% to 94%) to prevent transmission of the 
disease. As a single dose at nine months is only about 85% effective, clearly a second opportunity for 
measles vaccination is needed to achieve that level of population immunity. 

Studies have shown that about 85% of nine-month old infants, and 95% of infants aged 12 
months seroconvert (i.e., develop protective levels of antibody). With a second dose close to 100% 
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seroconvert. However, it should be noted that cell mediated immunity alone may be adequate for 
protection, as children with primary agammaglobulinemia do not have more severe measles than 
children with normal immune systems and both develop long lasting protection following natural 
infection or vaccination. In addition to the extensive data on seroconversion, there is much evidence 
of clinical protection against disease, and dramatic reductions in measles incidence following 
introduction of measles vaccination in a population. Some examples of efficacy in the field include: 

• One dose was 93% protective, and two doses 100% protective in a school outbreak [Vitek 
CR et al. Ped Infect Dis J 1999; 18(7):620-3] 

• under the intense exposure of household contact, protection from one dose was 95% in a 
USA study, [King GE. Ped Infect Dis J 1991;10:883-8] and 92% in Korea [Soon Ki Kim: 
PIDJ 1995;14:346-9] 

After both natural measles infection and measles vaccination, there is a gradual decline in 
antibody levels over time. Although secondary measles vaccine failures (measles disease in persons 
who are known to have responded to vaccination in the past) have been documented, the 
epidemiological data over the past 35 years indicate that vaccine provides long-term immunity. For 
example during the outbreak of measles in Romania in 1996-7 [Hennessey KA et al., Am J 
Epiderniol 1999; Dec 1; 150(11): 1250-7] an analysis of attack rates by the time since the last 
immunization found no decrease in protection over time: 

Table 1. Attack rate of measles by years after vaccination. 

Years since Number of Total Attack Rate Vaccine 
vaccination Cases Population (%) Effectiveness 
Not vaccinated 80 166 48.2 Reference 
6-8 24 563 4.3 91% 
9-11 53 862 6.1 87% 
12-14 24 498 4.8 90% 

Experience in countries that have achieved high coverage with a vaccination strategy that 
includes at least two opportunities for measles vaccination is that measles transmission can be 
interrupted. The United States has used a routine two-dose schedule and achievement of high 

coverage for both doses has led to interruption of transmission. In the United States, there is 
molecular evidence that a single genotype, D3, caused the large outbreak prior to 1993, but since then 
there is no dominant genotype and the virus genotypes reflect the source of importation. The level of 
population immunity against measles is such that importations do not lead to re-establishment of 
measles transmission. 

Canada, with only about 3.6% of the population of the Americas had approximately 50% of the 
Americas' measles cases in 1995. As a result of catch-up campaigns in 1996/97 and the introduction 
of a routine second dose, measles transmission has now been interrupted in Canada. 

Seven Southern African countries (Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi, Namibia, Republic of South 
Africa, Swaziland, and Zimbabwe) and have established a measles elimination goal. These countries 
had about 60 000 cases and 400 deaths per year in the early 1990s. As a result of catch-up campaigns 
between 1996 and 1999 and subsequent follow-up campaigns, there have been no reported deaths 

from measles in these countries for the last two years. 

The key conclusions about the effectiveness of measles vaccination are: 

• Both direct (clinical protection) and indirect (antibody levels) measures of protection show 
high levels of protection (approximately 95% protection if the first dose is given after 
12 months of age and close to 100% protection after two doses). 
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• Although case reports of secondary vaccine failure have been published, at the population 
level vaccine-induced protection is long lasting, probably life long. 

• Seroconversion and vaccine effectiveness increases with age at vaccination up to about 
15 months of age - this is primarily due to interference by maternal antibodies; however 
timing of first dose also needs to consider risk of disease. 

• The different vaccines available internationally are equally effective. 

• Measles transmission can be interrupted in a large geographic area if high vaccination 
coverage (i.e., high population immunity) is achieved with a strategy that includes at least 
two opportunities for measles vaccination (either a two-dose schedule or a combination 
using routine health services and periodic mass campaigns). 

2.7 Is measles vaccine really safe? 

Dr Philippe Duclos discussed measles vaccine safety in the context of an overall assessment of 
a vaccine's safety, by defining an adverse event following immunization (AEFI) as: 

"A medical incident that takes place after an immunization, causes concern, and is believed 
to be caused by immunization" 

An AEFI is not necessarily a vaccine reaction. It could also be coincidental - simply happening 
after immunization with the vaccine falsely blamed; a programme error in vaccine preparation, 
handling, or administration; or a reaction to the pain and anxiety caused by the injection. The latter 
can also cause a mass psychogenic reaction. 

Examples of dramatic programme errors: 

India, 1988: Toxic shock syndrome episode from bacterial contamination of reconstituted 
measles vaccine. 

Algeria, 2001: seven infants died following measles vaccination. There was dramatic 
programmatic error, with use of selenium vials instead of the proper diluents. 

Kenya, 2001: There were two infant deaths resulting from programmatic mistake (initial report 
of use of BCG diluent but clear chemical toxicity). 

Zimbabwe, 2001 : An infant died after measles vaccination. Expert review indicates toxic 
shock and not anaphylaxis as reported. 

In assessing AEFI reports, it is important to be aware of the background rate. For example, 
250 deaths can be expected in the month after immunization and eight deaths on the day of the 
immunization, simply by coincidence if one million children with a background mortality rate of 3 per 
1,000 per year are immunized in a mass campaign. These deaths will be temporally associated with, 
even though entirely unrelated to, immunization. 

Specific problems arise in campaigns because the increased number of immunizations led to an 
increase in AEFis, even though the rate for AEFI remains unchanged. There is also more vigilance 
about AEFis, and potentially more programme errors. The wider age groups can also lead to different 
types of problem, with the problems of injection reactions and mass psychogenic symptoms that 
happen more often with older children but hardly ever in infants. 

The Global Advisory Committee on Vaccine Safety has suggested five criteria to assess 
causality for a specific AEFI: 
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• Consistent: finding replicated by different investigators 
• Strong: magnitude of epidemiological association 
• Distinctive: unique and specific 
• Temporal relationship 
• Biological plausibility 

After extensive use and monitoring, there are only a few vaccine reactions that are definitely 

caused by measles vaccine; 

• 1 in 20 risk of fever >38.5° 5% within 7 to 12 days after and lasts 24 to 48 hours 
• 1 in 50 risk of rash and conjunctivitis 
• 1 in 3000 risk of febrile seizures 
• 1 in 30 000 to 40 000 of thrombocytopenia- usually with benign course 
• 1 in 100 000 to 1 million of allergic reactions including anaphylaxis 

There may also be a risk of encephalitis at 1 per million doses; however, it is not certain that 

the vaccine causes this reaction. There is good evidence that measles vaccine does not cause SSPE, 

Gillian-Barre Syndrome, autism, or Crohn's disease. 

Although severe vaccine measles is a theoretical risk of immunizing immuno-compromised 

children, and there are a few case reports, there do not appear to have been severe vaccine measles in 

measles immunization campaigns in populations with large number of HIV -infected people. WHO 

continues to recommend an extra dose of measles vaccine at six months for HIV -seropositive infants. 

The risk for all reactions is less after a second dose, as all (except allergic reactions) are related 

to viral replication, which does not occur in the already immune. 

At the Steering Committee on Measles Research Meeting in March 2002 in Geneva, data were 

presented suggesting that measles vaccine given to infants leads to severe immune suppression lasting 

for several months, as measured by the number of peripheral blood lymphocyte CD4 cells. However, 

there is no evidence of increased mortality following measles vaccine, and in fact there is some 

suggestion of non-specific effects of measles vaccine decreasing mortality. Also, no other 

investigators have found similar data, suggesting that this is not a real concern. However, further 

studies are likely to be conducted on this topic. 

It was noted by one of the other experts that in Japan the rates of febrile convulsions may be 

10-fold higher. This is associated with a higher background rate of febrile convulsions in the 

Japanese population, although precise data are not available. It was asserted that no permanent 

sequellae from the increased rate of febrile convulsions has been noted in Japan. More research on 

the issue of febrile convulsions would be helpful to clarify the risks. However, as measles disease 

universally causes high fever, while the vaccine only causes fever in about 5% of recipients, the risk 

of febrile convulsion should not be a safety consideration for measles vaccine, even in populations 

with higher rates of febrile convulsions. Information materials need to advise parents about the 

possibility of this reaction. 

The addition of rubella vaccine [as measles rubella (MR) vaccine] is associated with transient 

joint pains 7-21 days post-vaccine in post-pubertal females (the group with the greatest potential to 

benefit from the vaccine). A risk of chronic arthropathy has not been demonstrated, however. 

Although there is a small theoretical risk ( <0.6%) of rubella vaccine causing congenital malformation, 

extensive surveillance has not identified a single case of harm from fetal infection with rubella 

vaccine. 

With mumps vaccine [as measles-mumps-rubella (MMR) vaccine] there is a small risk of 

parotitis (<1 %), and a risk of aseptic meningitis with some types of mumps vaccine (e.g. about 1 in 

10 000 for Urabe strain). 
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It is inevitable that safety concerns increase in prominence as vaccine coverage increases and disease incidence decreases. Meastes vaccine has proven to be one of the safest health interventions. However, it is- important to monitor AEFis and investigate and respond to them. 

2.8 Laboratory issues for measles control 

Dr Keiko Taya outlined the history of measles control in Japan where diagnosis is largely made on a clinical basis. However, laboratory diagnosis is also made. Virus isolation used to be aci:omplished in human embryo or monkey kidney cells, but these were expensive and insensitive, so B95a (Epstein Barr Virus transformed marmoset cell) is now used for v.irus: cultures. In a study of 78 children, virus could be isolated from both blood and throat during the period of rash and fever, but not after pigmentation. The number of isolates reported in municipal and prefectural health institutes was 22 in 1999 110 Jn 2000, and 116 in 2001. Type D5 and D3 predominate, with clade H types found in some areas. 

Serosurveys for measles were conducted over 14 years from 1978 to 2000. Until 1996, hemagglutination inhibition methods were used, and then replaced by particle agglutination, which reportedly correlates well with plaque neutralization. Twenty-five individuals from each of nine age groups (total 225) in several prefectures were tested. The 2000 serosurvey data show that there are about 1 000 000 susceptible children under age two years, about 450 000 susceptibles age 10 to 19 years old and 400 000 aged 20 to 29 years old. The birth cohort in Japan is just less than 1 200 000. 

The key conclusions in relation to the role of the laboratory: 

• Laboratory tests are a vital part of measles control to confirm the diagnosis of measles (diagnosing measles accurately on a clinical basis becomes increasingly difficult as it becomes rare). 

• Genetic characterization is an important tool for measles control as it can help identify the source of the virus. 

• Quality control and coordination are two important outcomes of a regional laboratory network. 

• International coordination and cooperation are necessary to maximize control efforts. 

2.9 Measles vaccine supply and vaccine security 

Ms Shanelle Hall set the context for measles vaccine supply. UNICEF will procure 2.8 billion doses of vaccine in 2002 for about 100 countries. UNICEF supplied 40% of the world's children for only 8% of the cost of all the vaccines purchased. 

With the divergence of vaccines supplied to rich as opposed to poor countries, there is no longer the same vaccine supplied to both markets. At the same time, the shift from public-sector manufacturers to private manufacturers has led to a global reduction in supply of vaccines to UNICEF. 

Another trend has been the increase in demand for measles vaccine as a result of efforts to increase coverage and increasing use of mass campaigns. At present and for the next few years, although vaccine supply is just adequate to meet demand, there is very little flexibility to manage the ever-changing global vaccine requirements. 

In 1992 there were 11 manufacturers supplying measles vaccine to UNICEF; now there are only three or four, again leaving less room for batch failures and other supply problems. Long term planning is needed as it takes 10 to 24 months to produce a dose of vaccine; and two to three years to develop an increase in capacity from an existing facility ; and five years to make a new plant 
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operational. As the UNICEF price of measles vaccine in 2002 is less than it was in 1992, the 

commercial viability of producing measles vaccine is marginal. 

Another problem for UNICEF' s management of its vaccine procurement is the increase in the 

price range for each of the vaccines. The price differential from the cheapest to the most expensive 

version of the same vaccine used to be about 5%, now there is a range of 35% to 58% for the different 

EPI vaccines. 

A specific issue for measles is the impact of measles containing combination vaccines: 

measles-rubella vaccine (MR) and measles-mumps-rubella vaccine (MMR). The demand for MR or 

MMR comes at the expense of measles univalent vaccine, and as the combination vaccines are often 

prepared in single dose vials, and lyophilization capacity is based on vials rather than doses, the 

potential supply of measles vaccine is limited by the demand for the combination vaccines. 

Combination vaccines produce higher profit for manufacturers, providing incentives to switch even 

more to combination vaccines and away from univalent measles vaccine. 

Three key activities are necessary to increase vaccine security: 

• Firm future procurement orders 
• Secure funding 
• Forecasting 

It is important for countries, partner organizations and WHO to emphasize these activities and 

communicate openly and routinely with UNICEF and even with manufacturers. 

2.10 Country and regional experiences 

2.10.1 Lessons from measles control 

Dr Jeffrey McFarland outlined the country experiences in the Western Pacific Region that 

illustrated: 

• Tremendous progress has already been made in measles control in the Region. 

• Basic strategies are sound and have worked well in the wide variety of settings, with one 

notable exception in Papua New Guinea, due to failure of implementation. 

• Local innovation and adaptation is the key to successful implementation. 

These points were illustrated by experience from selected countries. Controlling measles in 

small isolated populations is relatively easy. The group of 20 Pacific Island countries and areas (PICs), 

are an example of this (see Table 2). They also form an epidemiological and functional grouping. 

Table 2. Measles outbreaks, Pacific Island Countries and areas as reported to WHO, 1974-2000 
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EPI started in the PICs in 19,82. Having previously experienced frequent large outbreaks every 
year in some islands. from 1982 owtbreaks became smaller and less frequent. Following campaigns in 
1997-1998, measles transmission was interrupted, with no confirmed measles cases (excluding three 
imported cases in French Polynesia in 1999). The impact of the campaigns was enhanced by the 
simultaneous occurrence of several large outbreaks around this time (see Table 2). The 
countries/areas are choosing follow-up campaigns, routine two-dose immunization schedules with 
high coverage, or both to maintain population immunity to prevent re-establishment of measles. In 
April2002, an outbreak was detected on Guam, with one confirmed case to date. The extent of 
spread from this importation is not yet clear. 

A relatively small and isolated population is not sufficient to achieve measles control unless 
high coverage can be achieved. Papua New Guinea continues to suffer from frequent measles 
outbreaks on top of endemic measles associated with high mortality, as a result of poor immunization 
coverage. However, this level of morbidity and mortality is still probably less than half what was 
experienced in the pre-vaccine era. Papua New Guinea also has an unusuaHy hig,h proportion of cases 
in infants (up to 25% of hospitalized cases under six months, and 75% under one year), high case 
fatality rate, and an unusually high rate of SSPE (in part explained by the low age of infection). 

In response to the low measles incidence, Papua New Guinea introduced a second dose of 
measles vaccine at age six months. Hence, although it has a two-dose schedule, as neither is given 
after the age of 12 months, the protection obtained from these two doses will be substantially less than 
the 100% normally expected from a two-dose schedule. Scheduling a dose after the age of 12 months 
(either as a routine or in a campaign) was recommended in the 2001 EPI review. 

Papua New Guinea included measles vaccine in the 1997 poliomyelitis national immunization 
days (NIDs) (for children aged six months up to age five years). In 1998 the campaign was repeated 
in four provinces with less than 70% in during the 1997 campaign and in Bougainville in 1999. No 
lasting impact from the campaign has been observed. 

Mongolia's experience illustrates the dramatic impact that a campaign can have, even on a 
background of relatively good control, as well as the danger of the growing number of adult 
susceptibles. Mongolia introduced vaccine in the 1960s with coverage consistently reaching greater 
than 80% in the 1990s. Incidence decreased but periodic outbreaks continued to occur. Following a 
catch-up campaign targeting children nine months to 11 years in 1996, measles transmission appeared 
interrupted from mid-1996 until November 1999. It appears that there were overlapping epidemics in 
1999-2002, initially of rubella and then of measles. Excellent surveillance identified the re
emergence of measles, and measles now appears re-established. An interesting aspect of the current 
outbreak is that 80% of cases are among those aged 16 to 24 years, and that transmission appears to 
have been sustained for over a year. 

The importance of laboratory confirmation of diagnosis is also illustrated during this outbreak, 
as the initial outbreak was in fact a rubella outbreak, but was misdiagnosed as measles. This leads to 
delays and confusion in accepting that a measles outbreak had indeed started and was not simply 
ongoing laboratory errors. 

The Philippines experience illustrates the importance of reducing the number of susceptibles in 
all areas and not just achieving high national coverage. In 1997 the Philippines adopted a ten-year 
plan to eliminate measles by 2008. The first step was to conduct a catch-up campaign, the Philippine 
Measles Elimination Campaign (PMEC) in 1998. This targeted 27 million children aged nine months 
to 14 years. Unofficial reported coverage was greater than 90% nationally and in all parts of the 
country, except for the National Capital Region (NCR-Manila) the PMEC dramatically reduced 
measles incidence. Unfortunately, coverage in NCR was poor and intense measles transmission 
continues in NCR. 

In Cambodia, a progressive campaign has been implemented in phases over three years. 
Initially targeting children aged nine to 59 months, it was extended up to 14 years for the last two 
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rounds. 2002 was expected to be an epidemic year, but incidence declined further due to substantial 

declines in provinces that have completed the campaign. 

The New Zealand experience illustrates the value of modelling to determine the susceptibility 

profile for both prediction of a campaign and to determine the target age range of a campaign. The 

coverage data was not felt to be very accurate, and only hospitalization data were available on the age 

distribution of cases. Nevertheless, building up a susceptibility profile enabled prediction of an 

epidemic around 1997. A campaign was planned to prevent the epidemic. However, as the epidemic 

started a few months before the campaign it confirmed the validity of the modelling. About 95% of 

cases were prevented by the campaign [Mansoor 0 et al. NZ Med J 1998; Ill; 467-71). 

China's experience shows the primary importance of surveillance data to control measles. In 

1997, China's provinces were divided into four groups based on the level of measles incidence, with 

each group having slightly different mid-term goals and strategies. Over five years, many provinces 

have moved up one class of control, with only one moving down. 

Summary of lessons from WHO country experience in the Region: 

• Basic measles strategies work across the diverse countries of the Region 

• Keys to success are the will to do it, resources in place, local initiative and innovation, and 

attention to detail 

• Importations in the Pacific and Australia have not led to widespread transmission, because of 

high population immunity · 

• Adult susceptibles eventually lead to large outbreaks becoming a problem for control, with 

immunization rates that are not sufficient to generate immunity levels needed for elimination 

• Difficult areas remain, as exemplified by Papua New Guinea 

2.10.2 Republic of Korea experience 

Dr J. K. Lee described the remarkable history of measles control in Korea, starting with first 

use of vaccine in 1963. Korea had achieved good control of measles from the 1980s, with periodic 

outbreaks. A second dose was introduced in 1997, but had poor coverage and no catch-up campaign 

had been done. A large measles epidemic started in March 2000 in the Southeast part of country, and 

by November 2000 had accelerated and spread to the entire country. Peak incidence occurred in 

unvaccinated infants and school-age children (most had received only one dose of measles vaccine). 

A national stratified serosurvey found about 15% susceptibility among those aged 7-12 years, 

decreasing 7% among the at 13-15 years old. The pattern found on serosurvey closely matched the 

age distribution of cases, enabling precise selection of the target ages for the immunization campaign. 

In response to the epidemic, Korea developed a five-year plan for the elimination of measles by 

2005. This included adoption of a school entry requirement for two doses of measles vaccine; and 

delivery of a school-based immunization campaign for children aged 7 to 15 years. MR vaccine from 

the Serum Institute of India was used. 

The campaign enjoyed the active support of the President and other senior government 

officials. The Minister of Health even was immunized to help boost confidence in the safety of the 

vaccine. Over 97% of target children were immunized (83% vaccinated, and 14% with certified 

receipt of two doses). 

Extensive AEFI surveillance was conducted throughout the campaign. Three episodes of mass

hysteria in older, predominantly female students at school caused some community concern. In 

addition there were several serious events that occurred after immunization but were not caused by the 

immunization. There was one case of acute disseminated myelitis in a nine-year old girl that was 
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judged to be probably caused by the immunization, because of temporal association and no causal 
agent being identified; the girl recovered. 

The campaign interrupted transmission of measles in Korea. There have only been five 
confirmed cases and eight clinically confirmed cases in 2002 under conditions of excellent 
surveillance. 

The key lessons learned are: 

• Political support is crucial to success 

• Excellent control can be achieved within a year 

2.10.3 Japan experience 

Dr N. Okabe gave an overview of measles control in Japan. In the 19th century there were 
large outbreaks reported every 10 to 40 years. From 1947-1999 a routine notifiable disease system 
operated, reporting a small number of cases. In addition, a paediatric sentinel surveillance system 
operated from 1981-1999 and reported ten times as many cases. A new system of about 3000 
paediatric sentinel sites started in 1999, covering 10% to 20% of the total population, and in addition 
450 general hospitals are designated for adult measles and some other diseases. Only aggregated data 
are sent. 

Routine childhood immunization was introduced in 1978; MMR was used from 1989 to 1993, 
at which time it was discontinued due to concerns about mumps vaccine meningitis. Measles vaccine 
is currently used and is provided free of charge in both public and private sectors, with government 
paying compensation for adverse vaccine reactions. Vaccine is recommended at 12-24 months, but 
can be given up to age 7.5 years free of charge. 

The highest incidence of measles is pre-school children, with apparently high rates of day-care 
transmission. From 1987-1994 about 2% or less of cases reported had been vaccinated, with nearly 
60% of cases aged two years and under. Extrapolating from sentinel reporting, there are probably 
about 110 000 to 220 000 cases of measles in 2000. Using the findings of the 1998- 1999 outbreak 
in Okinawa, it is estimated that there are 88 deaths, 55 cases of encephalitis and 4800 pneumonias 
from measles annually in Japan. In 2001, 35 deaths from measles were reported. 

Coverage is over 90% as the numerator includes all the children vaccinated up to age 7.5 years, 
but denominator is the one-year old population. It is estimated that a total of 2 million susceptibles 
among the 0-19 years old exist, with 93% unvaccinated. 

Current recommendations being considered include making measles control a national priority 
in Japan. The first step is to fully implement the current vaccination strategy on time (emphasize 
vaccination after first birthday- 60% of cases could be prevented if vaccinated by second birthday). 
Also, it is important to strengthen surveillance and evaluate the need of a second opportunity. 

The Japanese experience to date demonstrates that: 

• A single dose schedule allows endemic measles to persist, even with relatively high 
coverage (70% to 80%) 

• The first dose should be delivered at an early age (12-15 months) to maximize impact 

• Without political and parental recognition of the seriousness of measles, severe disease and 
death can continue in a developed country 
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2.10.4 Experience in the Americas 

Dr Ciro de Quadros described the experience in the Americas, where knowledge of the 

epidemiology of measles pre- and post-vaccine led to the development of the strategy described as 

catch-up, keep-up and follow-up. Effective surveillance that is simple, sensitive, timely and 
acceptable was instituted. Initially there was a low level of laboratory confirmation, but now 98% of 

cases are laboratory confirmed. 

Surveillance is vital for optimal measles control. In addition to routine surveillance, active 

searches are undertaken in areas with recent outbreaks, low coverage, silent areas, poor access to 

health services or high population mobility. Surveillance identified rubella as a major problem, once 

measles incidence had been reduced, and has been a platform for eventually adding rubella to measles 

control. 

The strategy and its implementation evolved over time, with the first catch-up campaign in 

1987, setting a measles elimination goal in 1994, and most countries having undertaken the catch-up 

by 1995. 

Experience has shown the strategy to ~ork in every country where it has been properly 

implemented, but large outbreaks with re-establishment of transmission have happened in countries 

that have failed to adequately implement the strategy (low routine coverage and failure to implement 

the follow-up campaign). Transmission was again interrupted in countries after these failures by 

implementing the strategy well. 

For those countries that have effectively implemented the strategy, importation did not lead to 

many secondary cases, even after many importations in some cases. Elimination does not mean zero 

cases, but sustained interruption of transmission. 

The Americas experience shows the feasibility of global eradication and illustrates the crucial 

role of surveillance. 

2.11 Discussion: What are the main issues for measles control? 

Several issues were identified as important in the general discussion. 

Regional objective 

Of greatest importance was the regional objective. The following potential objectives were 
discussed: 

• retain current objectives described in the current Draft Regional Plan (elimination for some 
countries, accelerated control for others, and a meeting in 2004 to consider setting an 
elimination target); 

• set a regional target for control (x cases per 100 000 total population per year); 

• reduce mortality by 50% by 2005 (i.e. 17 000 deaths per year to 8500 deaths)- from 
Global Plan; and 

• elimination of measles- defined as sustaining sufficiently high population immunity to 
prevent ongoing transmission of measles (including following an importation). Elimination 
does not mean zero cases because importations will occur from endemic areas, some with 
limited spread. Continuing measles control activities would be needed. 

Given the difficulty in measuring some intermediate goals (e.g. accurate estimates of the 

measles incidence or the number of deaths from measles), and the potential to have long periods 

without measles that will be followed by large explosive outbreaks, it was agreed that the only 
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appropriate goal is elimination. However, this is a long-term goal, as the task is complex and polio 
eradication is not yet complete. It is premature to set a target date for elimination. Annual review 
needs to be conducted to review progress and to establish a target date when appropriate. This review 
could be undertaken during the annual TAG meeting. 

Sustainability 

The next major issue is the sustainability of the programme, as full control activities will have 
to be maintained for at least a decade; in particular how to increase and maintain routine 
immunization coverage to maintain high level population immunity to measles. 

The goal of strengthening routine measles immunization coverage can be used to strengthen the 
health infrastructure in general and of all of EPis in particular. In addition to routinely reaching 
children, the investment can strengthen surveillance systems, laboratory systems, data management 
and staff skills. 

Geography 

The geography of the Region makes coordination with other regions an important issue that 
requires ongoing development, both to learn from them and to share information about the continuing 
risk of importations. 

Choice of deli very 

Choice of delivery method for the second opportunity will affect programme success. 
Decisions need to be taken based on local factors. A framework for comparing the relative 
advantages of the two approaches was suggested (see Table 3): 

Table 3. Second opportunity through periodic (campaign) or continuous (routine) delivery 

Issue Continuous (routine) delivery Periodic ( cam___p_a!g_n) delive12 
Vaccine wastage Higher Lower 
Programme sustainability Good M'!Y_ be weak# 
Supervision Difficult Less difficult 
One time effectiveness Lower Higher 
Cost* Tends to be higher Tends to be lower 
Coverage* Tends to be lower Tends to be higher 

*May need country spec1fic data to assess fully, as potentially different results 10 d1fferent settmg 

# Latin American experience suggests campaigns good for sustainability, if they are repeated 
periodically in lieu of a routine second dose. 

3. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

3.1 Conclusions 

3.1.1 The problem 

Measles is an important public health problem in the Western Pacific Region with at least 
177 000 cases and 17 000 deaths in 2000. 

A single dose schedule does not achieve good control; a second opportunity for measles 
vaccination is needed to deal with both failure to get a first dose and primary vaccine failures. 
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The timing of the first dose is a trade-off between the risk of acquiring measles early in life and 

the risk of failing to respond due to the presence of maternal measles antibody. At the country level, the 

national immunization schedule should be designed for the first dose to be given between nine months 

and 18 months of age. Delaying the first dose to after age 18 months has no benefit and may be harmful 

because it allows transmission to occur among preschool-age children. Delivering the first dose on time 

increases its impact and the cost-effectiveness of the programme. 

A lengthy period with moderate to high vaccination coverage that is not high enough to 

intenupt transmission will make elimination harder because of the increasing proportion of 

susceptible older children and adults who will remain susceptible either because they are not being 

vaccinated now or have primary vaccine failures. Therefore, if elimination will be accepted as a long

term goal, the effort for vaccinating/revaccinating these older children and the adults will become a 

very costly and difficult task. 

3.1.2 The challenge 

The Western Pacific Region includes a wide range of countries, with diverse geography, 

populations, socio-economic level and measles epidemiology; the diversity meaning that different 

approaches are likely to be needed even if the fundamental strategies remain the same. 

The EPI has been high successful, already resulting in >95% reduction in measles morbidity 

and mortality. 

The Western Pacific Region should build on its achievement of polio-free status and start work 

towards measles elimination. 

Some countries (Australia, New Zealand, Pacific Island Countries and Areas, Philippines, 

Republic of Korea) already have an elimination target, and elimination is of direct benefit to the 

country, irrespective of status in other countries. The remaining countries have the goal of further 

reducing measles morbidity and mortality. 

3.1.3 Measles control 

Measles vaccine is highly effective in protecting individuals and reducing disease in 

populations. Measles vaccine has an excellent safety profile. 

Models of disease dynamics and economics indicate that increasing one-dose measles vaccine 

coverage is cost saving under all coverage scenarios. Adding a second opportunity is a cost effective 

way of preventing cases and deaths, and ultimately preventing transmission. 

A one-off campaign covering a specified age group (e.g. nine months to 10 or 14 years) can 

rapidly increase population immunity and reduce measles cases and outbreaks. Duration of impact of 

the campaign depends on the proportion of susceptible children reached during the campaign and 

subsequent routine coverage. 

The second opportunity can be provided through periodic (campaign) or continuous (routine) 

delivery. The choice is driven by the capacity of the infrastructure to reach susceptible (zero-dose and 

primary vaccine failure) children and the imperative to achieve the highest possible overall immunity. 

Additional considerations are cost and time frame for reducing morbidity/mortality. 

3.1.4 Measles elimination 

Country experience indicates elimination is achievable, even in developing countries with poor 

health infrastructure, in countries bordering on highly endemic countries, and in large geographical 

areas. Other regions have set target dates for elimination, based on these country experiences. 
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Elimination is defined as sustained interruption of measles transmission. It requires 

1) achieving and maintaining a high level of population immunity 

2) epidemiologic and laboratory surveillance adequate to detect and confirm cases and 
investigate outbreaks (e.g. size and origin) 

3) laboratory capacity to confirm diagnosis 

Elimination cannot be defined as zero measles cases because importations and limited 
secondary transmission may occur. But, importations do not need supplementary immunization 
activities unless evidence provided by the surveillance system shows immunity is inadequate. Extent 
of the spread is a useful indicator of population immunity. 

Achieving a high level of population immunity (>95%) in each birth cohort of every district 
will interrupt indigenous measles transmission and prevent its re-establishment following 
importations. This level of immunity can be achieved by high coverage of each birth cohort of every 
district with both the first dose and at least two opportunities for measles vaccination (either a two
dose schedule or a combination using routine health services and periodic mass campaigns). 

Measles elimination activities can be used to strengthen the infrastructure for both 
immunization services and health service delivery in general. 

Measles elimination should be achieved in large geographic and population areas including 
sub-nationally, nationally, sub-regional and regionally. An early elimination target for any given 
country is of direct benefit to that country and the Region. 

3.2 Recommendations 

3.2.1 Regional objectives 

The regional goal is measles elimination, as defined above (i.e. interruption of transmission and 
maintenance of sufficient population immunity to prevent re-establishment following importation). 

The target date is not yet able to be set, because of the challenge of the task and the variable 
readiness of countries in the Region. Annual reviews of progress in implementing the strategies 
(below) should be undertaken to establish the target date for achieving elimination, when appropriate. 

3.2.2 Strategies 

(1) Vaccination to achieve and maintain population immunity: 

• Routine delivery of first dose to new birth cohorts (on time and high coverage) 

• Second opportunity for all children either through periodic (campaign) or 
continuous (routine) delivery or a combination of the two 

• Countries need to assess the epidemiology of measles to determine the optimal 
immunization strategies 

(2) Monitoring and surveillance to guide programme: 

• Monitor level of immunity using coverage data, disease incidence, serosurveys, 
and models, where needed. 

• Once low incidence is achieved, establish case-based surveillance with laboratory 
confirmation and investigation for source and spread, including epidemiological 
and virological data to distinguish importations. 
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• In high incidence settings, identification of cases and the frequency and 

magnitude of outbreaks could be reported through aggregate data by location, 

age, and immunization status. 

• Establish laboratory capacity to confirm measles diagnosis in all countries. 

• Analyse district level surveillance data (disease and coverage data) regularly and 

frequently. 

3.2.3 Activities 

Measles control and elimination activities should be used as a vehicle for developing 

infrastructure. Examples include: strengthening programme management; micro-planning to reach all 

children; developing surveillance and laboratory capacity; practice of collecting and managing 

infOJ111atiQn (including coverage) at district/local level; and improving immunization safety (AEFI 

surveillance inCluding for concerns about febrile convulsions, injection safety, waste management) 

Because of the constant threat of importations and potential for outbreaks, it will be critical to 

sustain measles elimination activities in the Region for the foreseeable future. The following 

activities will contribute to sustainability of the programme: strong political commitment; 

strengthening the routine vaccination programme as a core part of primary health care; and ensuring 

adequate funding and donor support. 

Measles elimination activities should be recognized as an opportunity for control of other 

vaccine preventable diseases, for example rubella and mumps using MMR vaccine. Early assessment 

of disease burden for Congenital Rubella Syndrome (CRS) should be conducted to enable policy 

decisions regarding introduction of rubella vaccines. 

Introduction of rubella vaccine has major implications for vaccine supply and requires 

forecasting. At the present time, there is a global shortfall of MMR and any increase in demand for 

MRIMMR should be carefully monitored both for the supply of those vaccines, and for their impact 

on measles vaccine supply. 

In the current climate of vaccine insecurity, accurate forecasts of vaccine needs are vital. In 

order to ensure adequate quantities and considering vaccine production lead times, all countries 

should establish a three to five year forecast for measles vaccine, including for supplementary 

activities. Forecasts should be consolidated at regional and global level. 

The WHO Regional Office for the Western Pacific, UNICEF, and others should consider 

building on existing mechanisms such as existing revolving funds and the Vaccine Independence 

Initiative in the Pacific to procure and forecast vaccine demand. Encouraging local production and 

regional self-sufficiency should also be explored. WHO needs to ensure the quality of vaccines used 

in the Region. 

The WHO Regional Office for the Western Pacific should communicate directly with other 

regions (particularly contiguous ones) about importations, which strategies work and other relevant 

issues. WPRO should coordinate measles control activities with these other regions when 

appropriate. In addition, WPRO should work with UNICEF on vaccine supply and other programme 

issues, and with other partners as indicated .. 

3.2.4 Milestones 

By 2002 

• Vaccine forecasts and budget planning (annual) 

• Assess the feasibility of setting a target date for regional elimination (annually) 
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By 2003 

• Operational! re.groRal:. measles laboratory,_ with one national measles laboratory in each 
countrylil!re.a. 

• Every country with a National Plan of Action 

• Operational regional surveillance system, with case-based data reported to WHO 
Regional Office for the Western Pacific. 

• District level monitoring and analysis of disease and. coverage data in every country 

• Conduct an annual review of regional progress: in measles controt 

• Have in place a mechanism to coordinate with partners and other regions 

By 2005 

• Achieve interruption or significant progress towards interruption of transmission in the 
countries with existing elimination targets 

• Disease burden studies for CRS to decide on MRIMMR use 
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GLOSSARY 

SSPE: Subacute sclerosing panencepahlitrs: a rare complication of measles characterized by 
progressive degenerative. central nervous system dysfunction, invariably resulting in death. 

Second opportunity: A second chance to deliver vaccine to children who are still susceptible to measles 
infection after the first routine administration of measles vaccine. These susceptible children 
were either missed the first time (zero-dose children) or were primary vaccine failures. 

Modeling: The use of mathematical formulae and available data on measles to construct mathematical 
scenarios that can be used to predict the likely outcome of altering various inputs, such as 
immunization coverage, vaccine efficacy, age-specific susceptibility rates and population mixing. 

Susceptible: A person who is not immune to measles infection; a person who c.an contract measles. 

Susceptibility: The state of not being immune to measles infection. 

Seroconvert: To develop detectable neutralizing anti-measles antibodies after exposure to either 
natural measles infection or measles vaccine. 

Immunity: The state of being immune to measles infection. Immunity can be caused by either natural 
infection or successful measles immunization. 

Immunization coverage: The proportion of the target population who received vaccine. Note that 
immunization coverage does not equal population immunity, because some persons who receive 
vaccine do not become immune. They are primary vaccine failures, remaining a susceptible. 

Population immunity: The proportion of the population under study that is immune to measles infection. 

Herd immunity: A property of a population. It refers to the state where population immunity is high 
enough to protect susceptibles in the population from infection, because there are so few 
susceptibles that it is unlikely they will come into contact with an infected person during the 
relatively short period when measles can be transmitted from one person to another. Herd 
immunity is affected by a number of factors, including the Ro of measles and population 
mixing. It is estimated that over 90% of a population must be immune to measles to see an 
appreciable effect from herd immunity. 

Catch-up: A technical term that refers to a population-wide measles campaign designed to achieve 
very high population immunity in one action. It is designed to target all age groups up to the 
age where all older birth cohorts have an immunity of at least about 95%. In practice, it often 
targets children age 9 months to 10 or 14 years old. 

Keep-up: A technical term that refers to the emphasis on achieving extremely high first-dose routine 
immunization coverage following a catch-up campaign. 

Follow-up: A technical term that refers to a population-wide measles campaign designed to achieve very 
high population immunity in all birth cohorts following a catch-up campaign and a keep-up 
activity. It targets all age groups up to the age where all older birth cohorts have an immunity of 
at least about 95%. When the catch-up campaign and kee_p-up activity are done well, a follow-up 
campaign often occurs four years after the catch-up campaign and targets children age 9 months 
to 5 years old. Such campaigns may have to be repeated every four years. 

PAHO strategy: A proven strategy for measles elimination based on both theory and extensive field 
experience in the American under the aegis of the Pan American Health Organization. The 
essential components of the strategy are ( 1) immunization - catch-up, keep-up and follow-up 
(see definitions), (2) case-based surveillance with laboratory confirmation of cases and 
(3) appropriate and timely investigation and response to all outbreaks of measles. 
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